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Rusland – drama – 74’ - scope
Na de dood van zijn geliefde vrouw Tanya, vraagt Miron aan zijn collega Aist om hem te helpen
afscheid van haar te nemen volgens de rituelen van de Merja cultuur. De twee mannen beginnen aan
een reis van duizenden kilometers over de grenzeloze landschappen. En met hen, twee kleine vogels in
een kooi. Onderweg deelt Miron intieme herinneringen over zijn huwelijksleven. Wanneer ze de
oevers van het heilige meer bereiken om voorgoed afscheid te nemen van Tanya, beseft Miron dat hij
niet de enige was die Tanya lief had.
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English Synopsis
When Miron's beloved wife Tanya passes away, he asks his best friend Aist to help him say goodbye
to her according to the rituals of the Merja culture, an ancient Finno-Ugric tribe from Lake Nero, a
picturesque region in West-Central Russia. Although the Merja people assimilated into Russians in
the 17th century, their myths and traditions live on in their descendants' modern life.
The two men set out on a roadtrip thousands of miles across the boundless lands. With them, two
small birds in a cage. Along the way, as is custom for the Merjans, Miron shares intimate memories
of his conjugal life. But as they reach the banks of the sacred lake where they will forever part with
the body, he realizes he wasn't the only one in love with Tanya...
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Director Statement
The original, Russian title of my film, Ovsyanki, is the Russian word for bunting birds, a cousin of the
American sparrow. These small greenish-yellow birds found almost everywhere in Russia usually go
unnoticed. Yet experts often compare them to canaries that would have learnt to sing.
Miron Alekseevich, the director of a paper
industrial complex from small Kostroma town
Neya; Aist Sergeev, the official photographer
of the same industrial complex; and Miron’s
beloved wife and painter Tanya, are everyday
people. What is unseen is their vision of the
world, inherited from an ancient tribe, and the
unimaginable passion storming through their
deep and silent souls. They could be compared
to these small birds: simple, common at first
glance, yet revealing riches only sensed by
keen eyes.
Although the action takes place in our time and all the characters are modern people, their adventures
are connected to the past, to the mysterious Merja people. The Merjans have been assimilated into
Russian culture for a long time, but we here make the assumption that they still live amongst us. They are
no different from other people: they dress like us, speak like us, eat like us. But the Russian blood running
in their veins is more Finno-Ugric than Slavic. They are able to recognize one another with some special
signs only they perceive. And during the most dramatic moments of their lives, they lean on one another
and turn to their ancient rituals. For the Merjans, there are no gods – only Love and Water.I have knit
from the known facts an imaginary mythology from the Volga region.
My intention is to show another vision of Russia, a country where the most ancient pre-Orthodox pagan
traditions and human dynamics would be freed from civilization’s platitude and banality. I have tried to
show a strict and beautiful world inhabited by pure and sincere people - a world that is almost at reach,
but does not exist for real. In this world, living, loving and dying are desirable.
Silent Souls is a road trip to the most undercover corners of the human soul, a requiem to love, an
homage to femininity, a journey during which melancholy and tenderness fuse together.
Aleksei Fedorchenko

"This work became for me a personal artistic experiment. I wanted to thoroughly feel the ideal
mechanisms of love. It was my construct of an ideal picture of the world."
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The Merjans
The Merja people (Russian : also Merä) were an ancient Finno-Ugric people who lived in the regions of
the modern Russian cities Rostov, Kostroma, Jaroslavl and Vladimir. Their important cultural marks are
unearthed in the numerous archaeological finds in those areas.
The Merjans were assimilated by the Slavs and, later, into Russian culture. However, their culture
survived in the regions they initially inhabited. Sacred woods and stones, worshipped by the Merjans,
were part of local traditional feasts and holy festivals for much longer than the Slavic sacred places in the
western regions of modern Russia.

Biography Aleksei Fedorchenko
Aleksei Fedorchenko was born on September 29, 1966 in Sol-Iletsk, in the Orenburg region of Siberia.
After engineering studies, he worked on space defense projects in a factory in Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg).
In 1990, he became official economist then deputy director of the Sverdlovsk Studio. Since 2000, he has
managed the studio's production department, and participated in the production of over 80 films. He has
studied dramaturgy at the Russian National Film Institute, and written screenplays for documentaries,
that were awarded numerous prizes at festivals worldwide. Fedorchenko's first feature First on the Moon,
a mockumentary about a 1930s Soviet landing on the Moon, was awarded, amongst other awards, the
Venice Horizons Documentary Award.
Aleksei Fedorchenko currently lives and works in Ekaterinburg. Silent Souls is his third feature film.

Filmography Aleksei Fedorchenko
2010 – Ovsyanki (Silent Souls) – feature-length fiction film
2008 – Bannui den – documentary
Zheleznaya Doroga (The Railway) - feature-length fiction film
2006 – Shosho - fiction vidéo
2005 – Pervye na Lune (First on the Moon) - feature-length fiction
2002 – David - documentary
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